25th September 2018 At 7.30 PM

MAKING PEACE WITH THE
ENEMY
Exploring Forgiveness and
Reconciliation
Meet the peacemakers
This public meeting organised by TOUCH OF HOPE, a
Peacebuilding and Reconciliation programme in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Croatia and Serbia is part of the
events for a visiting group who are working towards a
more peaceful society. You will be able to hear from
them as well as from our Guest speakers

Jo Berry and Pat
Magee
Jo’s father Sir Anthony Berry was
killed in the bombing of the
Grand Hotel Brighton as he
attended the Conservative Party Conference. In November
2000 Jo met Pat Magee who was sentenced for his part in
planting the Brighton bomb and released as part of the
Good Friday Peace Agreement. Jo and Pat work together on
Building Bridges for Peace, a non-profit organisation
promoting peace and conflict resolution throughout the
world and have shared a platform over 200 times and this
dialogue has inspired others to choose non-violent
solutions to resolving conflict.
Pat Magee writes. ‘No matter what we can achieve as two
human beings meeting after a terrible event, the loss
remains. Neither forgiveness nor understanding can fully
embrace that loss. The hope lies in the fact we continue
to meet in order to further this mutual process towards
understanding.’

Hear how Jo Berry and
Pat Magee are working
together for peace
____

Learn about the
current situation in
Bosnia Herzegovina
and Croatia
____

Have a chance to ask
questions to the panel
____

Meet the peacemakers
over tea and biscuits
____

Venue
Nuneaton Methodist
Church
Abbey Street Nuneaton
CV11 5BX
Free Parking!
____

Tuesday 25th September
at 7.30 PM
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